WURM, 12-3-2019, 15.30
present eBob, Paul, Aard, Des, Mark, Harro, Arpad
eBob: came back from vacation, non-working software. Northstar,
new version is more picky, use of double quotes not allowed, need to
look through all jsp files. Does not work for the time being. Fringe
test stopped working because of new keys, installed, works again. Will
work on Antabfs.
Paul: ccsbeta to ccs after session, Des has finished fixing his Erlang
stuff, and even claims it is better now. Observed on Friday, fringes to
Dw, now try more subbands. Network issues, connect Mark6, connect
Astron at 10G, Surfnet8 changes soon. EEE resurrected, althoug no
external IP number, Tammo Jan and Wim Brouw wanting to make
historical glish docker. In weekend network outage again in corridor,
tests this weekend to fix it. Still nothing about unreachability of
mysql1 from cellar.
Aard: needs to start testing rainy weights with Paul, but is leaving
tomorrow. Next e possibly 2G, 9 stations on 1 chassis possible? Aard
to test today. Installed profiling tools that were presented at software
lunch, crashes. Mixed BW plotting needs fixing.
Des: working on new method of FF. Multi band, single band,
interpolations. Works really well. Now test on KVN data. Write new
document. Maybe replace current fft method with this in CASA. Need
to ask Jay for recipe to reduce simulated data.
Mark: 32G data, On used VGOS setting, Ys tuned LO wrong. The vex
file should preferably describe what is being done. Tomorrow telecon.
Redone geo expt after fixes, sent to Bordeaux. Many scans,
sometimes SFXC hangs. Operators say this happens sometimes. ???
Why no report? MM platform telecon today, yesterdat Escape: create
timeline, half A4 description of work, report end of July. F2f meeting
to be set up. Demo set for April 12.
Harro: Benito wants to know where to place scripts. Tell him to ask
Uwe, maybe EVN-TOG github. Mastered cmake, vexparser now in Git
and cmake. Also j2ms2 and tconvert, can config, build and install.
Cpack next?

